Although my first DA2 run was as FemHawke, opting for wise-ass options where possible (and the Merril relationship is just sweet to watch unfold), and you've made me give some serious thought to thinking outside the norm when it comes to creating a character in the future.....

* The film also focuses on the politicians and the funds they raise from Pharma and other player in the health care industry and alleges that the system has been heavily influenced by lobbyists and contributions.

On the way to the book I pass a $25 table and thought I'd play a couple hands to make back the losing football bet. I did not even sit down till after a few hands.. One other player with a friend watching against a friendly woman dealer..

In just the same way, healthcare industry administrators create facilities and systems that harm people, even though they could easily bring in revenues through appropriate and life-affirming healthcare interventions
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